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Open Access Publishing Landscape

Open Science and the impact agenda are on the rise, and open access publishing has been clearly demonstrated to achieve high usage and visibility of research outputs on a global scale. As open access policies at national and funder level increase, many institutions have responded by setting up their own open access university press. By doing so, they can ensure their academics’ research reaches a wide audience in their own brand.

Publishing Services and Consultancy from UCL Press

UCL Press set up its open access university press in June 2015, and three years later it had achieved 1 million downloads of the 80 scholarly books and 8 journals it had published in that time. It now offers publishing services and publishing consultancy to other institutions that are considering setting up their own new press or expanding their current publishing operations to include or convert to open access.

Setting up on your own can be challenging. UCL Press has the skills, experience and established infrastructure to help others do the same in a cost-effective way.

UCL Press Consultancy

If your institution is considering setting up its own university press, UCL Press can guide you through the process. We offer a range of consultancy packages of 1-3 days on a range of subjects including:

- Setting up a university press (1 day introduction or 3 days full set-up business planning)
- Specific publishing functions including:
  - Marketing
  - Editorial and production
  - Journals
  - Open access publishing and dissemination
  - Acquisitions (commissioning)

Consultancy testimonials

We found the training absolutely useful, well prepared and presented, thoroughly documented and – last but not least – very inspiring.

Helsinki University Press

The consultancy exceeded our expectations in every way. I can highly recommend the UCL Press consultancy sessions and cannot speak more highly of the care, attention to detail and professionalism of the preparation, delivery and follow up. We are already making important changes to our workflows and practices and will continue to draw on the sessions well into the future.

University of Technology Sydney ePress

UCL Press Publishing Services

UCL Press offers full publishing services to other institutions to set up their own press in their own imprint. The services include a white-labelled platform in the institution’s own university press brand, set-up guidance on governance, operations and acquisitions strategy, editorial and production services, print-on-demand distribution and open access dissemination. This is a cost-effective way for an institution to establish its own publishing brand, by partnering with the well-established UCL Press and drawing on its established infrastructure, staff and distribution networks.
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